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Abstract
Kernel methods have been among the most popu-
lar techniques in machine learning, where learn-
ing tasks are solved using the property of repro-
ducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS). In this paper,
we propose a novel data analysis framework with
reproducing kernel Hilbert C∗-module (RKHM),
which is another generalization of RKHS than
vector-valued RKHS (vv-RKHS). Analysis with
RKHMs enables us to deal with structures among
variables more explicitly than vv-RKHS. We show
the theoretical validity for the construction of or-
thonormal systems in Hilbert C∗-modules, and
derive concrete procedures for orthonormaliza-
tion in RKHMs with those theoretical properties
in numerical computations. Moreover, we apply
those to generalize with RKHM kernel principal
component analysis and the analysis of dynami-
cal systems with Perron-Frobenius operators. The
empirical performance of our methods is also in-
vestigated by using synthetic and real-world data.
1. Introduction
Kernel methods have been among the most popular tech-
niques in machine learning (cf. (Scho¨lkopf & Smola, 2001)),
where learning tasks are solved using the property of repro-
ducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS). RKHS is the space of
complex-valued functions equipped with an inner product
that is determined with a positive-definite kernel. Here, the
orthonormality is defined on the basis of the inner products
calculated by evaluating a kernel function, which plays an
important role in developing practical algorithms.
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Whereas almost all the classical literature on RKHS ap-
proaches has focused on complex-valued functions, RKHSs
of vector-valued functions, i.e., vector-valued RKHSs (vv-
RKHSs), have received increasing attention (Micchelli &
Pontil, 2005; A´lvarez et al., 2011; Lim et al., 2015; Minh
et al., 2016; Kadri et al., 2016). This paradigm allows us to
incorporate information about structures among observation
variables into analyses with RKHSs. Many kernel methods
such as SVM can be generalized to vector-valued functions
by employing vv-RKHSs (Minh et al., 2016).
However, the use of vv-RKHS may not always be the best
option to analyze structured data, mainly for two reasons.
First, although a sample is transformed into a unique func-
tion in RKHSs, a function in vv-RKHSs corresponding to a
sample cannot be determined uniquely. Second, although
for each sample composed of several elements, relations
between all combinations of pairs of the elements should
not be lost, information about the relations may be lost and
can be difficult to recover when using vv-RKHSs. This is
caused by the fact that an inner product in vv-RKHSs, which
measures the similarity between a pair of samples in data,
is represented with one complex value.
In this paper, we propose a data analysis framework with
reproducing kernel Hilbert C∗-module (RKHM), which is
another generalization of RKHS. The theory of RKHM was
originally studied in mathematical physics to analyze covari-
ance kernels arising in the theory of generalized stochastic
processes and the dilations of operators (Itoh, 1990; Heo,
2008). Unlike vv-RKHSs, the theory of RKHMs enables
us to transform each sample as a unique C∗-algebra-valued
function, with C∗-algebra-valued inner products. A C∗-
algebra is a generalization of the space of complex val-
ues. An example of C∗-algebra is the space of matrices.
Therefore, we can define a matrix-valued inner product that
encodes the similarities of all combinations of pairs of vari-
ables in data.
As well as RKHS, the construction of orthonormal systems
plays an important role in applying the theory of RKHMs
to algorithm developments. To the best of our knowledge,
although the generalization of the notion of orthonormal
to C∗-algebra-valued inner-products has been proposed in
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mathematics (Bakic´ & Guljasˇ, 2001), its application to data
analysis has not been discussed so far. Meanwhile, as for
theoretical analyses of RKHMs for data analysis, we can
find the only literature by Ye (2017), where only the case
of RKHMs for data represented as matrices is considered
without addressing orthonormality. Thus, its applicability
to data analysis is limited. In this paper, we develop novel
algorithms using RKHMs through the construction of or-
thonormal systems with C∗-algebra-valued inner-products.
We first show the theoretical validity for constructing or-
thonormal systems in Hilbert C*-modules. Then, we derive
concrete procedures for orthonormalization in RKHMs and
show some theoretical results on those properties in the
numerical computations. Moreover, we apply those to gen-
eralize with RKHM kernel principal component analysis
(PCA) and the analysis of dynamical systems with Perron-
Frobenius operators, under the motivation described above.
Note that the generalizations are not straightforward be-
cause an element of C∗-algebra is not always commutative
or invertible. However, our generalizations based on the
developed theories enable us to access and extract rich infor-
mation in structured data, which is shown partly here in the
context of PCA and the analysis of interacting dynamical
systems. Note that, to the best of our knowledge, this is
the first paper to describe practical algorithms to utilize the
notion of orthonormal with respect to C∗-algebra-valued
inner products in RKHMs for the analysis of structured data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First,
in Section 2, we briefly review the theory of RKHMs. In
Section 3, we introduce the definition of the orthonormality
with C∗-algebra-valued inner products and then show the
theoretical validity to consider it. In Section 4, we derive
concrete procedures for constructing orthonormal systems
in RKHMs with theoretical analyses in their numerical com-
putations. In Sections 5 and 6, we develop the applications
of the developed results to generalize with RKHM kernel
PCA and the analysis of dynamical systems with Perron-
Frobenius operators, respectively. Finally, we empirically
investigate the performance of our methods in Section 7 and
conclude the paper in Section 8. The notations in this paper
are explained in Appendix A, and all proofs are given in
Appendix I in the supplementary material.
2. Backgrounds
In this section, we first briefly review C∗-algebras and C∗-
modules in Section 2.1, and RKHMs in Subection 2.2. The
precise statements and definitions about them are detailed
in Appendix D. RKHMs are generalizations of RKHSs.
The theoretical backgrounds of RKHSs are given in Appen-
dices B. We also add a review on vv-RKHSs, which are
other generalizations of RKHSs, in Appendix C.
2.1. C∗-algebra and C∗-module
A C∗-algebra and a C∗-module are suitable generalizations
of the space of complex numbers C and a vector space,
respectively. In this paper, we denote aC∗-algebra byA and
a C∗-module byM, respectively. As we see below, many
complex-valued notions can be generalized to A-valued.
Mathematically, a C∗-algebra is defined as a Banach space
equipped with a product structure and an involution (·)∗ :
A → A (Definition D.1). We denote the norm of A by
‖ · ‖A. A main example of C∗-algebras is the space of
matrices Cm×m. In this case, the product structure is the
usual product of matrices, the involution is the Hermitian
conjugate, and the norm ‖ · ‖A is the operator norm.
The notion of positiveness (Definition D.2) is also important
in C∗-algebras. We denote c ≥ 0 if c ∈ A is positive.
In the case of A = Cm×m, the positiveness corresponds
to Hermitian positive semi-definiteness of matrices. The
notion of positiveness provides us the (pre) order in A, and
thus, enables us to consider optimization problems in A.
A C∗-moduleM over A (Definition D.5) is a linear space
M equipped with a rightA-multiplication. For u ∈M, c ∈
A, the right A-multiplication of u with c is denoted as uc.
A linear map K : M → M is called an A-linear map if
K(uc) = (Ku)c holds for any u ∈M and c ∈ A.
2.2. C∗-algebra-valued inner product and RKHM
We consider an A-valued inner product inM, which is a
straightforward generalization of a complex-valued one.
Definition 2.1 (A-valued inner product). A map 〈·, ·〉 :
M × M → A is called an A-valued inner product if
it satisfies the following properties for u, v, w ∈ M and
c, d ∈ A:
1. 〈u, vc+ wd〉 = 〈u, v〉 c+ 〈u,w〉 d ,
2. 〈v, u〉 = 〈u, v〉∗ ,
3. 〈u, u〉 ≥ 0 and if 〈u, u〉 = 0 then u = 0 .
For u ∈M, we define the A-valued absolute value |u| on
M by the positive element |u| of A such that |u|2 = 〈u, u〉.
Since | · | takes values in more structured spaceA, it behaves
more complicatedly, but provides us with more information.
The A-valued absolute value | · | defines a norm ‖ · ‖ onM
by ‖u‖ := ∥∥|u|∥∥A. By definition, the norm ‖ · ‖ is regarded
as an aspect of the A-valued absolute value | · |. We callM
equipped with 〈·, ·〉 a Hilbert C∗-module ifM is complete
w.r.t. the norm ‖ · ‖. An RKHM is an example of Hilbert
C∗-modules. Another example isAn (Lemma D.13), which
is utilized for orthonormalization (Remark 4.7).
We now summarize the theory of RKHMs, which is dis-
cussed, for example, in (Heo, 2008). Similar to the case
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of RKHSs, we begin with an A-valued generalization of a
positive definite kernel on a non-empty set Y .
Definition 2.2 (A-valued positive definite kernel). An A-
valued map k : Y × Y → A is called a positive definite
kernel if it satisfies the following conditions:
1. k(x, y) = k(y, x)∗ for x, y ∈ Y ,
2.
∑n
t,s=1 c
∗
t k(xt, xs)cs ≥ 0 for n ∈ N, c1, . . . , cn ∈ A,
x1, . . . , xn ∈ Y .
We remark that in the case where A is the space of bounded
linear operators on a Hilbert space, Definition 2.2 is equiv-
alent to the operator valued positive definite kernel for the
theory of vv-RKHSs (Lemma D.9).
Let φ : Y → AY be the feature map associated with k,
which is defined as φ(x) = k(·, x) for x ∈ Y . Similar to
the case of RKHSs, we construct the following C∗-module
composed of A-valued functions by means of φ:
Mk,0 :=
{ n∑
t=1
φ(xt)ct
∣∣∣∣ n ∈ N, ct ∈ A, xt ∈ Y}.
An A-valued map 〈·, ·〉k : Mk,0 ×Mk,0 → A is defined
as follows with k:〈 n∑
s=1
φ(xs)cs,
l∑
t=1
φ(yt)dt
〉
k
:=
n∑
s=1
l∑
t=1
c∗sk(xs, yt)dt.
By the properties in Definition 2.2 of k, 〈·, ·〉k is well-
defined and has the reproducing property. Also, it satisfies
the properties in Definition 2.1 (Proposition D.10). There-
fore, 〈·, ·〉k is an A-valued inner product.
The reproducing kernel Hilbert A-module (RKHM) associ-
ated with k is defined as the completion ofMk,0. Similar to
the cases of RKHSs, 〈·, ·〉k is extended continuously to the
RKHM and has the reproducing property (Proposition D.11).
Also, the RKHM is uniquely determined (Proposition D.12).
We denote byMk the RKHM associated with k. We also
denote by | · |k and ‖ · ‖k the absolute value and norm on
Mk, respectively.
3. Orthonormality with C∗-algebra-valued
Inner Products
In this section, we define the orthonormality for C∗-algebra-
valued inner products, and develop theoretical foundations
of its validity to apply it to the analysis of structured data.
Orthonormality plays an important role in data analysis
because an orthonormal basis constructs orthogonal projec-
tions and an orthogonally projected vector minimizes the
deviation from its original vector in the projected space.
We begin with, the definition of an orthonormal system and
orthonormal basis in a Hilbert C∗-moduleM. We refer to,
for example, Definition 1.2 in (Bakic´ & Guljasˇ, 2001).
Definition 3.1 (Normalized). A vector q ∈ M is normal-
ized if 0 6= 〈q, q〉 = 〈q, q〉2.
Note that in the case of a general C∗-valued-inner product,
for a normalized vector q , 〈q, q〉 is not always equal to the
identity of A in contrast to the case of a complex-valued
inner product.
Definition 3.2 (Orthonormal system and basis). Let T be
an index set. A set S = {qt}t∈T ⊆ M is called an or-
thonormal system (ONS) ofM if qt is normalized for any
t ∈ T and 〈qs, qt〉 = 0 for s 6= t. We call S an orthonormal
basis (ONB) if S is an orthonormal system and dense inM.
We show basic properties of the above orthonormal systems.
First, we derive the existence of an orthonormal basis.
Proposition 3.3. The Hilbert C∗-module over Cm×m has
an orthonormal basis.
Unlike Hilbert spaces, Hilbert C∗-modules do not always
have an orthonormal basis for general A (Lance, 1995;
Landi & Pavlov, 2009). However, Proposition 3.3 guar-
antees the validity of considering orthonormal bases in
RKHMs over Cm×m for practical applications. Next, we
show a minimization property.
Proposition 3.4. Let {qt}t∈T be an orthonormal system of
M and let V be the completion of the space spanned by
{qt}t∈T . For w ∈ Mk, let P :M→ V be the projection
operator defined as Pw :=
∑
t∈T qt 〈qt, w〉. Then Pw is
the unique solution of the following minimization problem:
min
v∈V
|w − v|2 (1)
Unlike the case of complex-valued inner products, the exis-
tence of the solution of A-valued minimization problem (1)
is not obvious since the positive elements inA are not totally
ordered. However, Proposition 3.4 shows the orthogonally
projected vector uniquely minimizes the deviation from an
original vector in V .
4. Matrix-valued Positive Definite Kernel and
Orthonormality in RKHMs
In this section, we first construct a Cm×m-valued positive
definite kernel, which encodes the similarities between all
combinations of pairs (m2 pairs) of elements for two sam-
ples, each of which is composed of m elements, in Sec-
tion 4.1. Then, in Section 4.2, we develop theoretical foun-
dations for calculating the orthonormalization in RKHMs.
4.1. Matrix-valued positive definite kernel
First, we introduce a matrix-valued positive definite kernel.
LetX be a topological space. We consider data composed of
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m elements of X . Let k˜ : X ×X → C be a complex-valued
positive definite kernel, φ˜ be the feature map, andHk˜ be the
RKHS associated with k˜. On the basis of the above setting
for X and RKHSs, we introduce a Cm×m-valued positive
definite kernel k, which is also proposed in the framework
of vv-RKHSs (Lim et al., 2015), to construct an RKHM.
Lemma 4.1. Let k : Xm × Xm → Cm×m be a matrix
valued map where the (i, j)-elements of k(x1, x2) are de-
fined as k˜(x1,i, x2,j) for xt = [xt,1, . . . , xt,m] ∈ Xm for
t = 1, 2. Then, k is a Cm×m-valued positive definite kernel.
The (i, j)-element of k(x1, x2) for x1, x2 ∈ Xm equals
k˜(x1,i, x2,j), which represents the similarities between x1,i
and x2,j inHk˜. Thus, the inner product between φ(x1) and
φ(x2) describes the similarities of all combinations of pairs
of elements of x1 and x2.
4.2. Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
We now consider the practical approach for orthonormaliza-
tion with matrix-valued inner products.
Proposition 4.2 (Normalization). Let  ≥ 0 and let qˆ ∈M
satisfy ‖qˆ‖ > . Then, there exists bˆ ∈ Cm×m such that
‖bˆ‖Cm×m < 1/ and q := qˆbˆ is normalized. In addition,
there exists b ∈ Cm×m such that ‖qˆ − qb‖ ≤ .
Sketch of the proof. Let λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λm ≥ 0 be the eigen-
velues of 〈qˆ, qˆ〉. Since 〈qˆ, qˆ〉 is positive, there exists an
unitary matrix c such that 〈qˆ, qˆ〉 = c∗ diag{λ1, . . . , λm}c.
Let m′ := max{j | λj > 2} and let bˆ :=
c∗ diag{1/√λ1, . . . , 1/
√
λm′ , 0, . . . , 0}c. The existance
of m′ follows by the inequality ‖qˆ‖ > . Then, it can
be shown that q := qˆbˆ is normalized. In addition, let
b := c∗ diag{√λ1, . . . ,
√
λm′ , 0, . . . , 0}c. Then, it can be
shown that ‖qˆ − qb‖ ≤  holds.
Proposition 4.2 and its proof provide a concrete procedure
to obtain normalized vectors inM in practical situations.
This enables us to compute an orthonormal basis practically
by applying Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization, which is
introduced in (Cnops, 1992) in a theoretical framework.
Proposition 4.3 (Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization). Let
{wt}∞t=1 be a sequence in M. Consider the following
scheme for t = 1, 2, . . . and  ≥ 0:
qˆt = wt −
t−1∑
s=1
qs 〈qs, wt〉 ,
qt = qˆtbˆt if ‖qˆt‖ > , qt = 0 o.w.,
(2)
where bˆt is defined as bˆ in Proposition 4.2 by setting qˆ = qˆt.
Then, {qt}∞t=1 is an orthonormal system inM such that any
wt is contained in the -neighborhood of the space spanned
by {qt}∞t=1.
Corollary 4.4. If  = 0, and the space spanned by {wt}∞t=1
is dense inM, then {qt}∞t=1 is an orthonormal basis ofM.
Remark 4.5. We give some remarks about the role of 
in Proposition 4.2, Proposition 4.3 and Corollary 4.4. qˆt
can always be reconstructed by wt only when  = 0. This
is because the information of the eigenvalues of 〈qˆt, qˆt〉k
may be lost if  > 0. However, if  is sufficiently small,
we can reconstruct qˆt with a small error. On the other
hand, the norm of bˆt can be large if  is small, and the
computation of {qt}∞t=1 can become numerically unstable.
This corresponds to the trade-off between the theoretical
accuracy and numerical stability. We will also confirm the
trade-off empirically in Section 7.1.
In practical computations, scheme (2) should be represented
with matrices. For this purpose, we derive the following
about QR decomposition from Proposition 4.3.
Corollary 4.6 (QR decomposition). For n ∈ N, let W :=
[w1, . . . , wn] and Q := [q1, . . . , qn]. Let  ≥ 0 and
R := [rs,t]s,t be an n × n Cm×m-valued matrix. Here,
rs,t is in Cm×m, and defined by rs,t = 〈qs, wt〉 for s < t,
rs,t = 0 for s > t, and rt,t = bt, where bt is defined
as b in Proposition 4.2 by setting qˆ = qˆt. In addition,
let Bˆ := diag{bˆ1, . . . , bˆn}, B := diag{b1, . . . , bn} and
Rinv := Bˆ(I + (R − B)Bˆ)−1 be n × n Cm×m-valued
matrices. Then, the following relations are derived:
Q = WRinv, ‖W −QR‖ ≤ . (3)
Decompositions (3) are called QR decompositions. Note
that the projection operator onto the space spanned by
{qt}nt=1 is represented as QQ∗, where Q∗ is the adjoint op-
erator of Q, which maps v ∈M to [〈q1, v〉 , . . . , 〈qn, v〉] ∈
(Cm×m)n. The pseudo-code of the QR decomposition is
shown in Algorithm J.1.
Remark 4.7. If a vector u ∈M is represented as u = Wv
for some v ∈ (Cm×m)n, v describes the coordinate of u
with respect to {wt}nt=1. Then, Rinv and R are Cm×m-
linear maps on (Cm×m)n, which are regarded as coordinate
transformation matrices.
Remark 4.8. In practice, we only have to compute Rinv
and R although we are treating vectors in an infinite di-
mensional spaceM. In other words, all calculations in an
algorithm are reduced to n × n Cm×m-valued matrix cal-
culations. Note that calculations with n× n Cm×m-valued
matrices are regarded as the block calculation of mn×mn
complex-valued ones, which allows us to implement our
methods with standard matrix calculations.
5. PCA with RKHMs
Here, we generalize kernel principal component analysis
(kernel PCA) to RKHMs. Since φ(x) ∈ Mk for x ∈ X is
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a function that returns the matrix that encodes similarities
with all elements of x , we can implement PCA with taking
the similarity between all combinations of pairs of elements
into consideration by generalizing it to RKHMs. Kernel
PCA with RKHSs is briefly reviewed in Appendix E. We
describe the generalization of kernel PCA to RKHMs in
Section 5.1 and then its theoretical analysis in Section 5.2.
5.1. Generalization of PCA to RKHM
First, we construct principal axes and components. Let
x1, . . . , xn ∈ Xm be samples of structured data, wt :=
φ(xt) be the sample embedded in an RKHM for t =
1, . . . , n, W = [w1, . . . , wn] be the operator composed
of the samples, and G := [〈ws, wt〉k]s,t be the n × n
Cm×m-valued Gram matrix. Let G = VΣV∗ be an
eigenvalue decomposition of G with regarding G as an
mn × mn complex-valued matrix (Remark 4.8). Here,
Σ := diag{σ1, . . . , σl} and σ1 ≥ . . . ≥ σl > 0 is the
nonzero eigenvalues of G. In addition, let vs be the s-th
column of V. Using Σ and V, we represent the samples in
the smallest possible space. For this purpose, we define the
s-th principal axis for s = 1, . . . , l as follows:
ps := σ
−1/2
s W [vs, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−1
].
Proposition 5.1. {pt}st=1 is an orthonormal basis of the
space spanned by {wt}nt=1, and 〈ps, ps〉k is rank-one.
Therefore, for s < l, we project each φ(xt) onto the space
spanned by {pt}st=1. The projected vector is represented as
the sum of pj 〈pj , φ(xt)〉k, which is called the j-th principal
component of φ(xt). The pseudo-code for computing the
principal components is given in Algorithm J.2. We show
these principal axes and components are generalizations of
the ones that appear in the standard kernel PCA.
Proposition 5.2. If m = 1, our principal axis and compo-
nents are equal to those of kernel PCA with RKHSs.
5.2. Theoretical analysis of kernel PCA with RKHMs
We theoretically analyze our kernel PCA with RKHMs de-
scribed above. We show that it is interpreted as finding a
subspace in RKHMs where samples are projected so that it
minimizes a reconstruction error, which is analogous to the
standard PCA (Scho¨lkopf & Smola, 2001, Section 14).
A reconstruction error is caused by projecting samples onto
some subspace, and is represented as
n∑
t=1
∣∣∣∣wt − s∑
j=1
pj 〈pj , wt〉k
∣∣∣∣2
k
∈ Cm×m,
in our case. In the case of RKHSs, the reconstruction errors
are equal to the sum of the smallest n − s eigenvalues of
the Gram matrices. The analogy for our case is given by
considering the trace of the above matrix-valued reconstruc-
tion error, since the trace of a matrix equals the sum of its
eigenvalues. Thus, for s = 1, . . . , l, we find solutions of the
following minimization problem:
min
{pˆj}sj=1⊆Mk: ONS,
〈pˆj ,pˆj〉k: rank-one
tr
( n∑
t=1
∣∣∣wt − s∑
j=1
pˆj 〈pˆj , wt〉k
∣∣∣2
k
)
. (4)
In the same manner as kernel PCA with RKHSs (Scho¨lkopf
& Smola, 2001, Proposition 14.1), the following theorem
shows the principal axes minimize Eq. (4):
Theorem 5.3. {pt}st=1 minimizes Eq.(4) for s=1,. . .,l.
We can also consider the centered version of our kernel
PCA with RKHMs by replacing wt with wt = φ(xt) −
1/n
∑n
j=1 φ(xj). In this case, it can be shown that {pt}st=1
maximizes the variance of φ(x1), . . . , φ(xn).
6. Analysis of Interacting Dynamical Systems
with RKHMs
The problem of analyzing dynamical systems from data by
using Perron-Frobenius operators and their adjoints (called
Koopman operators), which are linear operators express-
ing the time evolution of dynamical systems, has recently
attracted attention in various fields (Budisˇic´ et al., 2012;
Cˇrnjaric´-Zˇic et al., 2017; Takeishi et al., 2017a;b; Lusch
et al., 2017; Klus et al., 2019). And, several methods for this
problem using RKHSs have also been proposed (Kawahara,
2016; Klus et al., 2017; Ishikawa et al., 2018; Hashimoto
et al., 2019), In these methods, sequential data is supposed
to be generated from dynamical systems and is analyzed
through those corresponding representations with Perron-
Frobenius operators in RKHSs. Also, as for interacting
dynamical systems, Fujii & Kawahara (2019) proposed a
method for estimating linear relations between matrices that
describe relations between all combinations of pairs of ob-
servables at time t and t+ 1. We briefly review the existing
methods for this approach in Appendix F.
In this section, we propose a generalized method with
RKHMs for the analysis with Perron-Frobenius operators
for cases where multiple dynamical systems interact, which
often occurs in various dynamic phenomena around us.
Note that information about such interaction may be lost
with RKHSs since inner products in RKHSs are complex-
valued. We first generalize the Perron-Frobenius operators
to RKHMs in Section 6.1 and then consider prediction errors
and modal decompositions for the generalized operators, re-
spectively, in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.
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6.1. Perron-Frobenius operators in RKHMs
We generalize the Perron-Frobenius operators in RKHSs
(summarized in Appendix F) to those in RKHMs.
First, let Y := {x0, x1, . . .} ⊆ Xm be observed data, where
xt = [xt,1, . . . , xt,m]. And, consider the following interact-
ing dynamical system:
xt+1,i = fi(xt,1, . . . , xt,m) (i = 1, . . . ,m),
where fi : Xm → X is a (possibly, nonlinear) map. In
an RKHMMk, we define the Perron-Frobenius operator
K : Mk,0(Y) → Mk in the same manner as those in
RKHSs as follows: For x ∈ Y , we consider an operator
Kφ(x) := φ([f1(x), . . . , fm(x)]),
that describs the time evolution of the dynamical system.
Here,Mk,0(Y) := {
∑n
t=0 φ(xt)ct | n ∈ N, xt ∈ Y, ct ∈
Cm×m}. Note thatMk,0(Y) is dense inMk if Y is dense
in X . In addition, K can be extended to Mk,0(Y) as a
Cm×m-linear map if {φ(x) | x ∈ Y} is Cm×m-linearly
independent. We remark that we sometimes need a fine
argument to extend K because of the rank deficiency of
the matrix-valued positive definite kernel. Its mathematical
treatments are detailed in Appendix G.
Under the above preparation, we now estimate K with finite
observables x0, . . . , xT ∈ Y . To obtain the estimation, we
consider the following minimization problem:
min
Kˆ∈L(WT )
T−1∑
t=0
∣∣Kˆφ(xt)− φ(xt+1)∣∣2k, (5)
whose solution Kˆ well approximates K. Here,WT is the
space spanned by {φ(xt)}T−1t=0 and L(WT ) is the space of
all Cm×m-linear maps on WT . Existence of a solution
of problem (5) follows from Proposition 3.4. Thus, we
utilize the QR decomposition described in Corollary 4.6
to obtain an explicit representation of the solution as fol-
lows: for t = 0, 1, . . . and  ≥ 0, let {qt}∞t=0 be the or-
thonormal system obtained by setting wt in the scheme
(2) as φ(xt) . Then, QT = WTRinv,T holds, where
WT := [φ(x0), . . . , φ(xT−1)], and QT and Rinv,T are de-
fined as Q and Rinv in Corollary 4.6. As a result, the
solution of problem (5) is explicitly represented as follows:
Theorem 6.1. If  = 0 and {φ(xt)}T−1t=0 is linearly indepen-
dent, QTQ∗TKQTQ
∗
T is the unique solution of problem (5).
Also, Q∗TKQT = Q
∗
T [φ(x1), . . . , φ(xT )]Rinv,T holds.
Remark 6.2. Let KT = Q∗TKQT . Then, KT is re-
garded as a matrix representation of QTQ∗TKQTQ
∗
T with
respect to the orthonormal basis {qt}T−1t=0 . Since KT =
Q∗T [φ(x1), . . . , φ(xT )]Rinv,T holds, KT can be computed
only with finite observables.
We derive the following proposition about the convergence
of QTQ∗TKQTQ
∗
T .
Proposition 6.3. If  = 0, k˜ defined in Section 4.1 is con-
tinuous, and Y is dense in Xm, and if K is bounded, then
QTQ
∗
TKQTQ
∗
T converges strongly to K as T →∞.
6.2. Evaluation of Prediction Errors
Here, we discuss an evaluation of prediction accuracy with
the estimated operator KT . We generalize the procedure in
Section 6 in (Hashimoto et al., 2019) to RKHMs, and define
a matrix-valued prediction error.
Hashimoto et al. (2019) proposed evaluating a prediction
error with Perron-Frobenius operators in RKHSs with maxi-
mal mean discrepancy (MMD) (cf. Eq. (13) in Appendix F).
However, since this error is real-valued, it does not provide
information about which elements are deviated from the
prediction. Whereas, as mentioned above, φ(x) ∈Mk for
x ∈ Xm encodes similarities between all elements of x.
Thus, by the generalization, we can define matrix-valued
prediction errors with taking the similarities between all
combinations of pairs of elements of data into account.
To address this, we generalize the real-valued prediction
error to a matrix-valued absolute value at time S as
aˆT,S :=
∣∣φ(xS)−QTKTQ∗Tφ(xS−1)∣∣2k ∈ Cm×m. (6)
Since this error is matrix-valued, we can extract the error
with respect to each interaction among the combinations
in variables of x. Indeed, the following proposition shows
each diagonal element of prediction error (6) corresponds
to the prediction error of each element of xS ∈ Xm.
Proposition 6.4. Let ct ∈ Cm×m for t = 0, . . . T −
1 satisfy QTKTQ∗Tφ(xS−1) =
∑T−1
t=0 φ(xt)ct. Then,
the (j, j) element of matrix-valued error (6) equals∥∥∑T−1
t=0
∑m
i=1(ct)i,j φ˜(xt,i)− φ˜(xS,j)
∥∥2
k˜
. Here, k˜ and φ˜ is
defined in Section 4.1.
6.3. Modal Decomposition
We introduce a notion of eigenpairs of the estimated opera-
tor KT and give a method for extracting relations invariant
with respect to time. This method is applicable to, for ex-
ample, causal estimation of time-series data. The notions of
eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and diagonalization in a Hilbert
C∗-module have been considered for orthonormal eigenvec-
tors (Kadison, 1983; Frank & Manuilov, 1995). However,
in our case, eigenvectors are not necessarily orthnormal.
Therefore, we extend their definition. An eigenpair of KT
is a pair (a, v) that satisfies KT v = va. Mathematically, by
taking the non-commutativeness and rank deficiency into
account, eigenpairs of a Cm×m-linear map on a Hilbert
C∗-moduleM are defined as follows:
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Definition 6.5 (Eigenpair). Let K be a Cm×m-linear map
on M. Let (Cm×m)× be the set of invertible matrices.
We define an eigenpair of K as an equivalence class of
the quotient set {(a, v) | λ ∈ Cm×m, v ∈ M, a|V⊥ =
0, Kv = va}/ ∼, where ∼ is defined as
(a, v) ∼ (b, u) ⇔ ∃c ∈ (Cm×m)×, b = c−1ac, u = vc.
Although the mathematical definition is slightly compli-
cated, in practical situations, eigenpairs of KT are easy to
find as follows: Let λ1, . . . , λmT ∈ C be the eigenvalues
of KT and v1, . . . , vmT ∈ CmT be the eigenvectors of KT
with respect to λ1, . . . , λmT . Here, KT is regarded as an
mT ×mT complex-valued matrix (Remark 4.8). We set
vt := [vt, 0, . . . , 0] ∈ (Cm×m)T and
at := diag{λt, 0, . . . , 0} ∈ Cm×m.
Then, we can see, for t = 1, . . . ,mT , the pair (at,vt)
is a representative of an eigenpair. Since the relation
φ(xs) = K
sφ(x0) holds for time s, we approximate φ(xs)
as QTKsTQ
∗
Tφ(x0), and apply the above eigenpairs for ex-
tracting time-invariant relations.
Proposition 6.6. Assume [v1, . . . , vmT ] ∈ CmT×mT is in-
vertible. Let ct ∈ Cm×m satisfy Q∗Tφ(x0) =
∑mT
t=1 vtct.
Then, |QTKsTQ∗Tφ(x0)|2k equals the following sequence:
mT∑
t,l=1
c∗t (a
∗
t )
s 〈vt,vl〉 asl cl. (7)
Let cinv :=
∑
t∈T c
∗
t (a
∗
t )
s 〈vt,vt〉 astct, where T := {t |
|λt| = 1}. Then, cinv is invariant with respect to s.
If the (i, j) element of cinv is large, the i-th and j-th ele-
ments of xs are similar for arbitrary s. This is because the
(i, j) element of |φ(xs)|2k = 〈φ(xs), φ(xs)〉k = k(xs, xs)
represents the similarity between the i-th and j-th elements
of xs. As a result, we can extract the information of the
similarities that are invariant with respect to time.
7. Experimental Evaluations
Here, we show some empirical results by our methods with
RKHMs. In Section 7.1, we first empirically investigate the
trade-off between the theoretical accuracy and numerical sta-
bility described in Remark 4.5. Then, we empirically illus-
trate the behavior of PCA with RKHMs in Section 7.2, and
the analysis of time-series data with Perron-Frobenius oper-
ators in RKHMs in Section 7.3. All the experiments were
implemented with Python 3.7, and we used the Laplacian
kernel, k˜(x, y) = e−‖x−y‖1 for x, y ∈ X , for constructing
Cm×m-valued positive definite kernel k.
Figure 1. Convergence of aˆT,S along T for different 2. Error bars
correspond to the standard errors.
7.1. Trade-off between the theoretical accuracy and
numerical stability
We evaluated the trade-off in Remark 4.5 on the basis of
aˆT,S defined in Eq. (6). We used 100 synthetic sequences
randomly generated by the following interacting dynamical
system with X ⊆ R for i = 1, . . . ,m:
xt+1,i = 1 +
1
n
n∑
j=1
(xt,i − xt,j) + ξt,i, (8)
where x0 = [0, . . . ,m]/m, m = 50 and ξt,i is a random
number generated from the Gaussian distribution with mean
0 and standard deviation 0.01 for i = 1, . . . , 50 and t =
1, . . . , T . Figure 1 shows the averaged value of the criterion
‖aˆT+1,S − aˆT,S‖Cm×m , (9)
for T = 0, . . . , 19, S = 30, and 2 = 10−8, 10−5, 10−2.
In this evaluation, we used the 32 bit floating-point arith-
metic, instead of the 64 bit one, to emphasize the numerical
stability. Theoretically, if 2 = 0 and Perron-Frobenius
operator K is bounded, then the value (9) converges to 0.
And, according to Proposition 4.2, as  becomes smaller,
the theoretical accuracy is improved and the value (9) ap-
proaches to 0 as T becomes large. On the other hand, as 
becomes smaller, computations can be numerically unstable.
This trade-off is apparent in Figure 1.
7.2. Kernel PCA with RKHMs
Synthetic Data: We first randomly generated the following
four kinds of sample-sets, each of which has 20 samples
composed of three elements in R2:
([0, 0], [0, 0], [0, 0]) + ξt,1, ([1, 1], [0, 0], [0, 0]) + ξt,2,
([0, 0], [1, 1], [0, 0]) + ξt,3, ([0, 0], [0, 0], [1, 1]) + ξt,4,
where ξt,j ∈ (R2)3 is random numbers generated from the
Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation
0.1 for j = 1, . . . , 4 and t = 1, . . . , 20. Thus, in this case,
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the number of elements of each sample m is 3, and the
number of samples n is 80. We call the above four sample-
sets data1, data2, data3, and data4, respectively.
We applied our kernel PCA with RKHMs to this dataset and
computed the matrix-valued coefficients of the first and sec-
ond principal components (PCs) 〈ps, φ(xt)〉k (s = 1, 2) for
each sample. The graphs in Figure 2 show the embedding of
the components 〈ps, φ(xt)〉k (s = 1, 2) with the standard
PCA in Rm and the norm in Cm×m for m = 3, respec-
tively. Concerning the former method, since 〈ps, φ(xt)〉k
is represented as
〈
1/
√
σs[vs, 0, . . . , 0],W
∗φ(xt)
〉
(Cm×m)n ,
whose rows are 1/
√
σsv
∗
sW
∗φ(xt) for the first one and
0 otherwise, we computed the real-valued coefficients
of the first PC of 1/
√
σsv
∗
sW
∗φ(xt) for s = 1, 2 and
t = 1, . . . , n with PCA in Rm. And, concerning the lat-
ter one, ‖ 〈ps, φ(xt)〉k ‖Cm×m was computed for s = 1, 2
and t = 1, . . . , n. As can be seen, whereas all the four
sample-sets are separated with the PCA in Rm (left), data2,
data3 and data4 are plotted in one cluster with the norm in
Cm×m (right). This is because the norm of a matrix is invari-
ant with respect to permutations of columns or rows in the
matrix. This implies that, unlike kernel PCA with RKHSs,
our kernel PCA with RKHMs can extract not only the simi-
larities between all combinations of pairs of elements but
also the invariance with respect to those permutations.
Human Sckeleton Data: Next, we applied our kernel PCA
with RKHMs to real-world human skeleton data: SBU-
Kinect-Interaction dataset ver. 2.0 (Yun et al., 2012), which
includes human skeleton data of 30 points in three dimen-
sions depicting two-person interactions. We used the middle
frame of each video sequence for three kinds of human ac-
tivities: “Hug,” “Shake hands (S.H.),” and “Punch.” The
data include 13 pairs of people doing all three activities.
That, m = 3 and n = 39 in this case.
The results are shown in Figure 3. Here, for comparison,
we also applied the standard kernel PCA with an RKHS
associated with the Laplacian kernel on R90. Our kernel
PCA with the RKHM seems to separate the activities more
clearly than the kernel PCA with the RKHS. This would
be because, whereas the activities are recognized as three
dimensional spatial data in the case of the RKHM, they are
recognized as the combination of one dimensional data in
the case of the RKHS.
7.3. Analysis of dynamical systems with RKHMs
Finally, we applied our method for extracting time-invariant
relations in interacting dynamical systems by using real-
world time-series data from a dataset with cause-effect
pairs (Mooij et al., 2016). Two time-series data about indoor
and outdoor temperatures (pairs0048) at time 0 ∼ 160 were
used. The original sequences are shown in Figure 4. We
can see that the indoor temperature becomes high 2 ∼ 5
Figure 2. 1st and 2nd PCs of our kernel PCA with RKHMs for
synthetic data through PCA inRm (left) and norm inCm×m (right).
Figure 3. 1st and 2nd PCs of our kernel PCA with RKHMs (left)
and of the standard kernel PCA with RKHSs (right) for real-world
human skeleton data.
time steps after the outdoor one does. For the mathemati-
cal treatments mentioned in Section 6.1 , we added small
noises to the original data by using random numbers gener-
ated by the Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard
deviation 0.2. After that, we normalized the data so that
the mean is 0 and the standard deviations is 1. We set
xt = [yt, zt, yt+1, zt+1, . . . , yt+9, zt+9] ∈ R20, where yt
and zt are the indoor and outdoor temperatures at t, respec-
tively. Then, we computed the estimation of the Perron-
Frobenius operator K and the time invariant term cinv in
Eq. (7). In this case, m = 20, and we set T as 150.
The values of elements of matrix cinv are shown in Figure 5.
We also add figures in Appendix H. A point at (i, j) rep-
resents the value of (i, j)-element of cinv. We can see the
values of (2i− 1, 2j) and (2j, 2i− 1) for i = j+ 2 ∼ j+ 5
are large, which implies that yj+2 ∼ yj+5 and zi are similar.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new data analysis framework
with RKHM. We showed the theoretical validity for con-
structing orthonormal systems in RKHMs. Then, we derived
concrete procedures for orthonormalization in RKHMs, and
applied those to generalize with RKHM kernel principal
component analysis and the analysis of dynamical systems
with Perron-Frobenius operators. This enables us to access
and extract the rich information of structured data by intro-
ducing a positive definite kernel that describes similarities
between all combinations of pairs of elements of data. Nu-
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Figure 4. Example of a pair of
indoor and outdoor temperature
sequences.
Figure 5. Color map represent-
ing the values of elements of
estimated matrix cinv.
merical results with synthetic and real-world data also show
the advantage of our methods with RKHMs.
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We explain the notations used in this paper in Section A.
Then, we briefly review existing methods in Sections B,
C, E, and F and detailed statements and definitions about
RKHMs with their proofs in Section D. In addition, we
explain in detail the mathematical treatments for defining
Perron-Frobenius operators discussed in Section 6.1 and
show figures about the numerical results in Section H. Fi-
nally, we provide proofs of theorems, propositions, corollar-
ies, and lemmas in Section I and pseudo-codes in Section J.
A. Notations
In this section, we describe notations used in this pa-
per. Small letters denote A-valued coefficients (often by
a, b, c, d) or vectors in M (often by p, q, u, v, w). Small
Greek letters denote C-valued coefficients. Calligraphic
capital letters denote sets. Bold capital letters denote fi-
nite dimentional A-linear map and bold small letters denote
vectors in An for n ∈ N (a finite dimentional Hilbert C∗-
module). Small Roman letters denote vectors in Cn (a finite
dimensional vector space). Also, we use ∼ for objects re-
lated to RKHSs.
The typical notations in this paper are listed in Table 1 at
the last page of this document.
B. RKHS
In this section, we review the theory of RKHSs. RKHSs are
Hilbert spaces to extract nonlinearity or higher-order mo-
ments of data (Scho¨lkopf & Smola, 2001; Saitoh & Sawano,
2016).
We begin with a positive difinite kernel. Let Y be a non-
empty set for data, and k˜ be a positive definite kernel, which
is defined as follows:
Definition B.1. A map k˜ : Y × Y → C is called a positive
definite kernel if it satisfies the following conditions:
1. k˜(x, y) = k˜(y, x) for x, y ∈ Y
2.
∑n
s,t=1 csctk˜(xs, xt) ≥ 0 for n ∈ N, c1, . . . , cn ∈ C,
x1, . . . , xn ∈ Y .
Let φ˜ : Y → CY be a map defined as φ˜(x) = k˜(·, x). With
φ˜, the following space as the subset of CY is constructed:
Hk˜,0 :=
{ n∑
t=1
ctφ˜(xt)
∣∣∣∣ n ∈ N, ct ∈ C, xt ∈ Y}.
Then, a map 〈·, ·〉k˜ : Hk˜,0×Hk˜,0 → C is defined as follows:〈 n∑
s=1
csφ˜(xs),
l∑
t=1
dtφ˜(yt)
〉
k˜
:=
n∑
s=1
l∑
t=1
csdtk˜(xs, yt).
By the properties in Definition B.1 of k˜, 〈·, ·〉k˜ is well-
defined, satisfies the axiom of inner products, and has the
reproducing property, that is,
〈φ˜(x), v〉k˜ = v(x),
for v ∈ Hk˜,0 and x ∈ Y .
The completion of Hk˜,0 is called RKHS associated with
k˜ and denoted as Hk˜. It can be shown that 〈·, ·〉k˜ is ex-
tended continuously to Hk˜ and the map Hk˜ 3 v 7→ (x 7→
〈φ˜(x), v〉k˜) ∈ CY is injective. Thus, Hk˜ is regarded to be
the subset of CY and has the reproducing property. Also, by
the Moore-Aronszajn theorem,Hk˜ is determined uniquely.
φ˜ maps data intoHk˜, whose dimension is generally higher
(often infinite dimensional) than that of Y , and is called
the feature map. Since the dimension ofHk˜ is higher than
that of Y , complicated behaviors of data in Y are often
transformed into simple ones in Hk˜ (Scho¨lkopf & Smola,
2001).
C. vv-RKHS
In this section, we review the theory of vv-RKHSs.
Similar to the case of RKHSs, we begin with a positive
definite kernel. Let Y be a non-empty set for data,W be a
Hilbert space equipped with an inner product 〈·, ·〉W , and
L(W) be the space of bounded linear operators onW . In
addition, k be an operator valued positive definite kernel,
which is defined as follows:
Definition C.1. A map map k : Y × Y → L(W) is called
an operator valued positive definite kernel if it satisfies the
following conditions:
1. k(x, y) = k(y, x)∗ for x, y ∈ Y
2.
∑n
s,t=1 〈vs, k(xs, xt)vt〉W ≥ 0 for n ∈ N,
v1, . . . , vn ∈ W , x1, . . . , xn ∈ Y .
For v ∈ W , let φv : Y → WY be a map defined as φv(x) =
k(·, x)v. With φ, the following space as the subset ofWY
is constructed:
Hvk,0 :=
{ n∑
t=0
φvt(xt)
∣∣∣∣n ∈ N, vt ∈ W, xt ∈ Y,}.
Then, a map 〈·, ·〉k,v : Hvk,0 × Hvk,0 → C is defined as
follows: 〈 n∑
s=1
φvt(xt),
l∑
t=0
φwt(yt)
〉
k,v
:=
n∑
s=1
l∑
t=1
〈vs, k(xs, yt)wt〉W .
By the properties in Definition C.1 of k, 〈·, ·〉k,v is well-
defined, satisfies the axiom of inner products and has the
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reproducing property, that is,
〈φv(x), u〉k,v = 〈v, u(x)〉W ,
for u ∈ Hvk,0 and x ∈ Y .
The completion ofHvk,0 is called vv-RKHS associated with
k and denoted asHk,v. Note that since the inner product in
Hvk is defined with the complex-valued inner product inW ,
it is complex-valued.
D. Statements and definitions about RKHMs
and their proofs
In this section, we provide the precise statements and defini-
tions about RKHMs introduced in Section 2 and show their
proofs.
Definition D.1 (C∗-algebra). A set A is called a C∗-
algebra if it satisfies the following conditions:
1. A is an algebra over C, and there exists a bijection
(·)∗ : A → A that satisfies the following conditions for
λ, µ ∈ C and c, d ∈ A:
• (λc+ µd)∗ = λc∗ + µd∗
• (cd)∗ = d∗c∗
• (c∗)∗ = c
2. A is a norm space with ‖·‖A, and for c, d ∈ A, ‖cd‖A ≤
‖c‖A‖d‖A holds. In addition, A is complete with respect to
‖ · ‖A.
3. For c ∈ A, ‖c∗c‖A = ‖c‖2A holds.
Definition D.2 (Positive). c ∈ A is called positive if there
exists d ∈ A such that c = d∗d holds. For a positive element
c ∈ A, we denote c ≥ 0.
Definition D.3 ((Right) multiplication). Let M be an
abelian group with operation +. For c, d ∈ A and
u, v ∈M, if an operation · :M×A→M satisfies
1. (u+ v) · c = u · c+ v · c
2. u · (c+ d) = u · c+ u · d
3. u · (cd) = (u · d) · c
4. u · 1A = u,
where 1A is the multiplicative identity of A, then, · is called
(right) A-multiplication. The multiplication u · c is usually
denoted as uc.
Remark D.4. For practical applications of the theory of
RKHSs, considering column vectors rather than row vectors
is standard for representing coefficients. Column vectors act
on the right. Therefore, we consider right multiplications for
making algorithms with RKHMs (with A-multiplications)
compatible with those with RKHSs.
Definition D.5 (C∗-module). LetM be an abelian group
with operation +. If M has the structure of a (right) A-
multiplication,M is called a (right) C∗-module over A.
Definition D.6 (Hilbert C∗-module). Let M be a (right)
C∗-module over A which is equipped with an A-valued
inner product defined in Definition 2.1. IfM is complete
with respect to the norm ‖ · ‖, it is called a Hilbert C∗-
module over A.
Lemma D.7 (Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (Lance, 1995)).
For u, v ∈M, the following inequality holds:
| 〈u, v〉 |2 ≤ ‖u‖2 〈v, v〉 .
Remark D.8. The proof of Cauchy-Shwarz inequality only
requires properties 1 and 2 about A-valued inner products
in Definition 2.1.
Lemma D.9. LetW be a Hilbert space equipped with an
inner product 〈·, ·〉W , and L(W) be the space of bounded
linear operators onW . If A = L(W), then, the A-valued
positive definite kernel defined in Definition 2.2 is equivalent
to the operator valued positive definite kernel defined in
Definition C.1.
Proof. Let k be anA-valued positive definite kernel defined
in Definition 2.2. Let v ∈ W . For n ∈ N, v1, . . . , vn ∈ W ,
let ct ∈ L(W) be defined as ctu := 〈v, u〉W / 〈v, v〉W vt
for u ∈ W . Since vt = ctv holds, the following equalities
are derived for x1, . . . , xn ∈ Y:
n∑
s,t=1
〈vt, k(xt, xs)vs〉W =
n∑
s,t=1
〈ctv, k(xt, xs)csv〉W
=
〈
v,
n∑
s,t=1
c∗t k(xt, xs)csv
〉
W
.
By the positivity of
∑n
s,t=1 c
∗
t k(xt, xs)cs,
〈v,∑ns,t=1 c∗t k(xt, xs)csv〉W ≥ 0 holds, which im-
plies k is an operator valued positive definite kernel defined
in Definition C.1.
On the other hand, let k be an operator valued positive
definite kernel defined in Definition C.1. Let v ∈ W . For
n ∈ N, c1, . . . , cn ∈ A and x1, . . . , xn ∈ Y , the following
equality is derived:〈
v,
n∑
s,t=1
c∗t k(xt, xs)csv
〉
W
=
n∑
s,t=1
〈ctv, k(xt, xs)csv〉W .
By Definition C.1,
∑n
s,t=1 〈ctv, k(xt, xs)csv〉W ≥ 0 holds,
which implies k is an A-valued positive definite kernel de-
fined in Definition 2.2.
Proposition D.10. 〈·, ·〉k is an A-valued inner product.
Proof. Property 1 in Definition 2.1 is followed by the
definition of 〈·, ·〉k. The following equality for v :=
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t=0 φ(xt)ct and w :=
∑l
s=0 φ(ys)ds implies 〈·, ·〉k sat-
isfies property 2:
〈v, w〉k =
〈 n∑
t=0
φ(xt)ct,
l∑
s=0
φ(ys)ds
〉
k
=
n∑
t=0
l∑
s=1
c∗t k(xt, ys)ds
=
( n∑
t=0
l∑
s=0
d∗sk(ys, xt)ct
)∗
=
〈 l∑
s=0
φ(ys)ds,
n∑
t=0
φ(xt)ct
〉∗
k
= 〈w, v〉∗k .
Concerning property 3, 〈u, u〉k ≥ 0 for u ∈ Mk holds
by the positive definiteness of k (Definition 2.2.2). In ad-
dition, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (Lemma D.7 and
Remark D.8), the following inequality holds for x ∈ Y:
|v(x)|2A = | 〈φ(x), v〉k |2A ≤ ‖k(x, x)‖A 〈v, v〉k .
Thus, if 〈v, v〉k = 0, then |v(x)|A = 0 for all x ∈ Y , which
implies v = 0.
Proposition D.11. 〈·, ·〉k is extended continuously toMk
and the map Mk 3 v 7→ (x 7→ 〈φ(x), v〉k) ∈ AY is
injective. Thus,Mk is regarded to be the subset of AY and
has the reproducing property.
Proof. (Existence) For v, w ∈ Mk, there exist vt, wt ∈
Mk,0 (t = 1, 2, . . .) such that v = limt→∞ vt and w =
limt→∞ wt. By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (Lemma D.7),
the following inequalities hold:
‖ 〈vt, wt〉k − 〈vs, ws〉k ‖A
≤ ‖ 〈vt, wt − ws〉k ‖A + ‖ 〈vt − vs, ws〉k ‖A
≤ ‖vt‖k‖wt − ws‖k + ‖vt − vs‖k‖ws‖k
→ 0 (t, s→∞),
which implies {〈vt, wt〉k}∞t=1 is a Cauchy sequence in
A. By the completeness of A, there exists a limit
limt→∞ 〈vt, wt〉k.
(Well-definedness) Assume there exist v′t, w
′
t ∈Mk,0 (t =
1, 2, . . .) such that v = limt→∞ vt = limt→∞ v′t and w =
limt→∞ wt = limt→∞ w′t. By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
(Lemma D.7), ‖ 〈vt, wt〉k − 〈v′t, w′t〉k ‖A ≤ ‖vt‖k‖wt −
w′t‖k + ‖vt − v′t‖k‖w′t‖k → 0 (t → ∞) holds, which
implies limt→∞ 〈vt, wt〉k = limt→∞ 〈v′t, w′t〉k.
(Injectivity) For v, w ∈ Mk, we assume 〈φ(x), v〉k =
〈φ(x), w〉k for x ∈ Y . By the linearity of 〈·, ·〉k, 〈u, v〉k =
〈u, v〉k holds for u ∈ Mk,0. For u ∈ Mk, there exist
ut ∈Mk,0 (t = 1, 2, . . .) such that u = limt→∞ ut. There-
fore, 〈u, v − w〉k = limt→∞ 〈ut, v − w〉k = 0. As a result,
〈v − w, v − w〉k = 0 holds by setting u = v − w, which
implies v = w.
Proposition D.12. Assume a Hilbert C∗-moduleM over
A and a map ψ : Y →M satisfy the following conditions:
1. ∀x, y ∈ Y , 〈ψ(x), ψ(y)〉M = k(x, y)
2. {∑nt=0 ψ(xt)ct | xt ∈ Y, ct ∈ A} =M
Then, there exists a unique A-linear bijection map Ψ :
Mk → M that preserves the inner product and satisfies
the following commutative diagram:
Mk Ψ //M
Y
φ
aa
ψ
>>

(10)
Proof. We define Ψ :Mk,0 →M as an A-linear map that
satisfies Ψ(φ(x)) = ψ(x). We show Ψ can be extended to
a unique A-linear bijection map onMk , which preserves
the inner product.
(Uniqueness) The uniqueness follows by the definition of
Ψ.
(Inner product preservation) For x, y ∈ Y , equalities
〈Ψ(φ(x)),Ψ(φ(y))〉k = 〈ψ(x), ψ(y)〉M = k(x, y) =
〈φ(x), φ(y)〉k hold. Since Ψ is A-linear, Ψ preserves the
inner products between arbitrary u, v ∈Mk,0
(Well-definedness) Since Φ preserves the inner product, if
{vt}∞t=1 ⊆ Mk is a Cauchy sequence, {Ψ(vt)}∞t=1 ⊆ M
is also a Cauchy sequence. Therefore, by the completeness
ofM, Ψ also preserves the inner product inMk, and for
v ∈ Mk, ‖Ψ(v)‖M = ‖v‖k holds. As a result, for v ∈
Mk, if v = 0, ‖Ψ(v)‖M = ‖v‖k = 0 holds. This implies
Ψ(v) = 0.
(Injectivity) For v, w ∈ Mk, if Ψ(v) = Ψ(w), then 0 =
‖Ψ(v)−Ψ(w)‖M = ‖v−w‖k holds since Ψ preserves the
inner product, which implies v = w.
(Surjectivity) The surjectivity follows directly by the condi-
tion {∑nt=0 ψ(xt)ct | xt ∈ Y, ct ∈ A} =M.
Lemma D.13. An is a Hilbert C∗-module equipped with
an A-valued inner product 〈·, ·〉An defined as 〈u,v〉An :=∑n
t=1 u
∗
t vt for u = [u1, . . . , un],v = [v1, . . . , vn] ∈ An
where u1, . . . , un, v1, . . . , vn ∈ A.
Proof. Let k : An × An → A be a map defined
by k(u,v) =
∑n
t=1 u
∗
t vt for u = [u1, . . . , un],v =
[v1, . . . , vn] ∈ An. Then, k(u,v) = k(v,u)∗ holds, and
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the following equalities hold for n ∈ N, c1, . . . , cn ∈ A and
u1, . . . ,un ∈ An:
n∑
s,t=1
c∗sk(us,ut)ct =
n∑
s,t=1
c∗s
m∑
j=1
u∗s,jut,jct
=
m∑
j=1
( n∑
t=1
ut,jct
)∗( n∑
t=1
ut,jct
)
.
Thus,
∑n
s,t=1 c
∗
sk(us,ut)ct is positive and k is anA-valued
positive definite kernel. As a result, An is the RKHM asso-
ciated with k, which completes the proof of the lemma.
E. Kernel PCA with RKHSs
In this section, we briefly review the kernel PCA with
RKHSs.
We construct an orthonormal basis of the space spanned
by samples that minimizes the reconstruction error. Let
x1, . . . , xn ∈ X be samples. Let w˜t = φ˜(xt) be the
samples embedded in an RKHS for t = 1, . . . , n, W˜ :=
[w˜1, . . . , w˜n] be the operator that represent the samples, and
G˜ := [〈w˜s, w˜t〉k˜]s,t be an n× n C-valued Gram matrix. In
addition, let G˜ = V˜Σ˜V˜∗ be an eigenvalue decomposition
of G˜, where Σ˜ = diag{σ˜1, . . . , σ˜l} and σ˜1 ≥ . . . ≥ σ˜l > 0
is the nonzero eigenvalues of G˜. The eigenvector corre-
sponding to the largest eigenvalue of operator W˜W˜ ∗ is
the direction that describes the samples the most, since
the squared sum of the samples projected on the space
spanned by a normalized vector p˜ ∈ Hk˜ is represented
as
∑n
t=1
∥∥p˜〈p˜, w˜t〉k˜∥∥2k˜ = p˜∗W˜W˜ ∗p˜. Therefore, with Σ˜
and V˜, the eigenvectors of W˜W˜ ∗ are explored. The eigen-
values of W˜W˜ ∗ are equal to those of W˜ ∗W˜ , which is equal
to G˜. For eigenvalue σ˜s (s = 1, . . . , l), let v˜s be the s-th
column of V˜ and
p˜s := σ˜
−1/2
s W˜ v˜s. (11)
Then, W˜W˜ ∗p˜s = σ˜sp˜s holds. p˜s is called the s-th principal
axis. And, for each wt, p˜s 〈p˜s, wt〉, the projected vector of
wt onto the space spanned by p˜s, is called the s-th principal
component of wt.
It can be shown that the space spanned by {p˜t}st=1 mini-
mizes the reconstruction error, that is, {p˜t}st=1 is a solution
of the following minimization problem (Scho¨lkopf & Smola,
2001, Proposition 14.1):
min
q˜j∈Hk˜:orthonormal
n∑
t=1
∥∥∥∥w˜t − s∑
j=1
q˜j 〈q˜j , w˜j〉k˜
∥∥∥∥2
k˜
.
F. Analysis of dynamical systems with RKHSs
In this section, we briefly review the existing methods for
analyzing time-series data with Perron-Frobenius operators
in RKHSs.
First, Perron-Frobenius operators in RKHSs are defined. Let
{x0, x1, . . .} ⊆ X be time-series data, which is assumed
to be generated by the following deterministic dynamical
system:
xt+1 = f(xt), (12)
where f : X → X is a map. By embedding xt and f(xt)
in an RKHS Hk˜ associated with a positive definite kernel
k˜ and the feature map φ˜, dynmical system (12) in X is
transformed into that in the RKHS as follows:
φ˜(xt+1) = φ˜(f(xt)).
The Perron-Frobenius operator K˜ in the RKHS is defined
as follows (Kawahara, 2016; Ishikawa et al., 2018):
K˜φ˜(x) := φ˜(f(x)).
If {φ˜(x) | x ∈ X} is linearly independent, K˜ is well-
defined as a linear map in the RKHS. For example, if k˜ is the
Gaussian or Laplacian kernel on X = Rd, {φ˜(x) | x ∈ X}
is linearly independent.
For estimating K˜ with observed time-series data
{x0, x1, . . .}, Krylov subspace methods are applied (Kawa-
hara, 2016; Hashimoto et al., 2019). Let W˜T :=
[φ˜(x0), . . . , φ˜(xT−1)] and W˜T = Q˜T R˜T be the QR decom-
position of W˜ in the RKHS. K˜ is estimated by projecting
K˜ into the space spanned by {φ˜(xt)}T−1t=0 , which is called
Krylov subspace. Since K˜φ˜(xt) := φ˜(f(xt)) = φ˜(xt+1)
holds, the estimation of K˜ can be computed only with ob-
served data as follows:
K˜T : = Q˜
∗
T K˜Q˜T = Q˜
∗
T K˜W˜T R˜
−1
T
= Q˜∗T [φ˜(x1), . . . , φ˜(xT )]R˜
−1
T .
The estimation of K˜ provides a prediction of data in
the RKHS, which can be applied to anomaly detec-
tion (Hashimoto et al., 2019), information of periodicity
of the data (Kawahara, 2016), and so on. Hashimoto et al.
(2019) proposed evaluating the prediction error at S with
the following value:
αˆT,S := ‖φ˜(xS)− Q˜T K˜T Q˜∗T φ˜(xS−1)‖k˜, (13)
where Q˜T K˜T Q˜∗T φ˜(xS−1) is regarded as a prediction at S
with the estimated operator K˜T .
For interacting dynamical systems, Fujii & Kawahara (2019)
proposed a modal decomposition of the operator that repre-
sents the relation between k(xt, xt) and k(xt+1, xt+1) for
observed data {x0, x1, . . .} ⊆ Xm and someCm×m-valued
positive definite kernel k, under the assumption of the rela-
tion is linear. Whereas, our decomposition (7) of k(xt, xt) is
also valid for the case where the relation between k(xt, xt)
and k(xt+1, xt+1) is nonlinear. In this sense, decomposi-
tion (7) generalizes the decomposition considered by Fujii
& Kawahara (2019).
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G. The mathematical treatments for defining
Perron-Frobenius operators in RKHMs
In this section, we explain in detail the mathematical treat-
ments for defining Perron-Frobenius operators in RKHMs
mentioned in Section 6.1.
Unlike in the case of RKHSs, {φ(x) | x ∈ Y} is not
always linearly independent even for well-behaved ker-
nels like the Gaussian, which makes it difficult to define
Perron-Frobenius operators as a Cm×m-linear operator in
general Mk. Indeed, for Y ⊆ C2, x = [1, 1] ∈ C2 and
c =
[
0 1
0 −1
]
, φ(x)c = 0 holds. On the other hand,
φ([f1(x), f2(x)])c is not always 0. This is due to the fact
that for some c, d ∈ A, cd becomes 0 even if neither c nor d
is 0. This situation never happens in RKHSs, whose kernel
is complex-valued.
However, if Y has a proper condition, we can extend K to
Mk,0(Y) as a Cm×m-linear map.
Proposition G.1. Assume xs, xt ∈ Y satisfies the following
condition:
xs,i 6= xt,j for (s, i) 6= (t, j), i, j = 1, . . . ,m, (14)
and {φ˜(x) | x ∈ X} is linearly independent, where φ˜ is
defined in Section 4.1. Then, {φ(x) | x ∈ Y} is Cm×m-
linearly independent.
Proof. Let
∑T−1
t=0 φ(xt)ct = 0 for T ∈ N, xt ∈ Y and ct ∈
Cm×m. Then
∑T−1
t=0 k(y, xt)ct = 0 holds for an arbitrary
y ∈ Y . Therefore,∑T−1t=0 ∑ml=1 k˜(yi, xt,l)(ct)l,j = 0 holds
for arbitrary pairs (i, j) with i, j = 1, . . . ,m. Since y ∈
Y is arbitrary, this implies ∑T−1t=0 ∑ml=1 φ˜(xt,l)(ct)l,j =
0 holds for j = 1, . . . ,m. As a result, ct = 0 for t =
0, . . . , T − 1 since {φ˜(x) | x ∈ X} is linearly independent,
which completes the proof of the proposition.
Therefore, in fact, we consider Y with condition (14), that
is, Y is a subset of Xm that is composed of completely
different elements in X .
Practically, observed data often contains observed noise,
which allows us to regard {x0, x1, . . .} as data whose ele-
ments are completely different. Otherwise, we artificially
add some noise to {x0, x1, . . .} and slightly perturb it to
meet the condition. Therefore, the assumption does not
cause any difficulties in practical computations.
H. Figures about the results in Section 7.3
Here, we show the figures that illustrate the results about
time-invariant relations computed in Section 7.3. Values in
the first row, which is equal to the first column, of cinv
yt zt
zt+1
zt+2zt+3
zt+4
zt+5
zt+6
zt+7 zt+8
zt+9
(a) between yt and zt ∼ zt+9
zt yt
yt+1
yt+2yt+3
yt+4
yt+5
yt+6
yt+7 yt+8
yt+9
(b) between zt and yt ∼ yt+9
Figure 6. Graphs illustrating similarities between the indoor and
outdoor temperatures.
represent the time-invariant similarities between yt and
zt ∼ zt+9, where yt and zt are the indoor and outdoor
temperatures at t, respectively. Analogously, values in
the second row, which is equal to the second column, of
cinv represent the time-invariant similarities between zt and
yt ∼ yt+9. Figure 6 illustrates the above values with graphs.
The edges in the graphs are directed towards later time steps.
Also, the width of the edges in the graphs are proportional to
the corresponding values in cinv. We can see yj+2 ∼ yj+5
and zi are similar, which implies the indoor temperature
becomes high 2 ∼ 5 time steps after the outdoor one does.
I. Proofs
In this section, we provide the proofs of the theorems, propo-
sitions, corollaries and lemmas appearing in this paper.
Proof of Proposition 3.3
First, we prove the following lemma and corollary:
Lemma I.1. For c ∈ A and v ∈ M, if 〈v, v〉 c = 〈v, v〉,
then vc = v holds.
Proof. If 〈v, v〉 c = 〈v, v〉, the following equalities hold:
〈vc− v, vc− v〉
= c∗ 〈v, v〉 c− c∗ 〈v, v〉 − 〈v, v〉 c+ 〈v, v〉 = 0,
which imply vc = v.
Corollary I.2. If q ∈ M is normalized, then q 〈q, q〉 = q
holds.
Proof. Since 〈q, q〉 is a projection, 〈q, q〉 〈q, q〉 = 〈q, q〉
holds. Therefore, letting c = 〈q, q〉 and v = q in Lemma I.1
completes the proof of the corollary.
Next, we show the space spanned by an orthonormal system
is orthogonally complemented.
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Lemma I.3. Assume A = Cm×m. Let {qt}t∈T
be an orthonormal system of M and let V :=
{∑t∈F qtct | F : finite subset of T , ct ∈ A}. Then, V +
V⊥ =M holds.
Proof. For v ∈ M, we show ∑t∈T qt 〈qt, v〉 converges
with respect to ‖ · ‖ as follows: Let T0 be an arbitrary finite
set that satisfies T0 ⊆ T . Then, the following equalities
hold: 〈∑
t∈T0
qt 〈qt, v〉 ,
∑
t∈T0
qt 〈qt, v〉
〉
=
∑
t∈T0
∑
s∈T0
〈qt, v〉∗ 〈qt, qs〉 〈qs, v〉
=
∑
t∈T0
〈qt, v〉∗ 〈qt, qt〉 〈qt, v〉
=
∑
t∈T0
〈qt, v〉∗ 〈qt, v〉 ,
where the last equality is by Corollary I.2. Therefore, the
following equalities are deduced:
0 ≤
〈
v −
∑
t∈T0
qt 〈qt, v〉 , v −
∑
t∈T0
qt 〈qt, v〉
〉
= 〈v, v〉 −
∑
t∈T0
〈qt, v〉∗ 〈qt, v〉 .
Let ct := 〈qt, v〉∗ 〈qt, v〉. Since 〈v, v〉 −
∑
t∈T0 ct is posi-
tive, for ξ ∈ Cn, ξ∗ 〈v, v〉 ξ−∑t∈T0 ξ∗ctξ ≥ 0 holds. Thus,∑
t∈T ξ
∗ctξ converges, that is, there exists a limit α(ξ) ≥ 0
such that
∑
t∈T ξ
∗ctξ = α(ξ). Since there exists positive
c ∈ Cn×n such that α(ξ) = ξ∗cξ,∑t∈T ct = c holds with
weak convergence. For Cn×n, weak convergence is equal
to the norm convergence in Cm×m. Therefore, for  > 0,
there exists T ′ ⊆ T such that the following equalities hold
for arbitrary finite sets T0 and T1 that satisfy T ′ ⊆ T0 and
T1 ⊆ T :∥∥∥∥ ∑
t∈T0\T1
ct
∥∥∥∥
Cm×m
=
∥∥∥∥ ∑
t∈T0\(T0
⋂ T1)
ct
∥∥∥∥
Cm×m
=
∥∥∥∥∑
t∈T0
ct −
∑
t∈T0
⋂ T1
ct
∥∥∥∥
Cm×m
≤ .
In the same manner, ‖∑t∈T1\T0 ct‖ ≤  holds. By these
inequalities and an equality ct = |qt 〈qt, v〉 |2, the following
inequalities and equalities are derived:∥∥∥∥∑
t∈T0
qt 〈qt, v〉 −
∑
t∈T1
qt 〈qt, v〉
∥∥∥∥2
≤ 2
∥∥∥∥ ∑
t∈T0\T1
qt 〈qt, v〉
∥∥∥∥2 + 2∥∥∥∥ ∑
t∈T0\T1
qt 〈qt, v〉
∥∥∥∥2
= 2
∥∥∥∥∣∣∣∣ ∑
t∈T0\T1
qt 〈qt, v〉
∣∣∣∣2∥∥∥∥
Cm×m
+ 2
∥∥∥∥∣∣∣∣ ∑
t∈T0\T1
qt 〈qt, v〉
∣∣∣∣2∥∥∥∥
Cm×m
= 2
∥∥∥∥ ∑
t∈T0\T1
ct
∥∥∥∥
Cm×m
+ 2
∥∥∥∥ ∑
t∈T0\T1
ct
∥∥∥∥
Cm×m
≤ 4.
Thus,
∑
t∈T qt 〈qt, v〉 is a Cauchy net, and by the com-
pleteness of M, it converges with respect to ‖ · ‖. Let
P : M → V be a map v 7→ ∑t∈T qt 〈qt, v〉. Then, for∑
t∈F qtct ∈ V , the following equalities hold:〈∑
t∈F
qtct, v − Pv
〉
=
∑
t∈F
c∗t 〈qt, v〉 −
∑
s∈F
c∗s
∑
t∈T
〈qs, qt〉 〈qt, v〉
=
∑
s∈F
c∗s 〈qs, v〉 −
∑
s∈F
c∗s 〈qs, v〉 = 0,
which imply v − Pv ∈ V⊥. As a result, for v ∈ M,
v = Pv + (v − Pv), Pv ∈ V and v − Pv ∈ V⊥ hold,
which imply V + V⊥ =M.
With Lemma I.3, we now show the statement of Proposi-
tion 3.3 using Zorn’s Lemma.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let S be the set of all orthonor-
mal systems of M. We define the partial order on
S as the inclusion. Let S0 be an arbitrary totally or-
dered subset of S. Then, ⋃V∈S0 V is an upper bound
of S0. Therefore, by Zorn’s Lemma, there exists a
maximal element, denoted by {qt}t∈T , in S. Let
V0 := {
∑
t∈F qtct | F : finite subset of T , ct ∈ Cm×m}.
By Lemma I.3, V0 + V⊥0 = M holds. Thus, if V0 6= M,
V⊥0 6= {0} and by Lemma 4.2, there exists v ∈ V⊥0 such
that it is normalized, which contradicts the maximality of
V0. As a result, V0 =M holds.
Proof of Proposition 3.4
By Lemma I.3, w ∈M is decomposed into w = w1 + w2,
where w1 := Pw ∈ V and w2 := w−w1 ∈ V⊥. Let v ∈ V .
Since w1 − v ∈ V , 〈w2, w1 − v〉 = 0 holds. Therefore, the
following equalities hold:
|w − v|2 = |w2 + (w1 − v)|2 = |w2|2 + |w1 − v|2, (15)
which imply |w − v|2 − |w − w1|2 ≥ 0. Since v ∈ V is
arbitrary, w1 is a solution of minv∈V |w − v|.
Moreover, if there exists w′ ∈ W such that |w − w1|2 =
|w − w′|2, letting v = w′ in Eq. (15) derives |w − w′|2 =
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|w2|2 + |w1 − w′|2, which implies |w1 − w′|2 = 0. As a
result, w1 = w′ holds and the uniqueness of w1 has been
proved.
Proof of Lemma 4.1
For x = [x1, . . . , xm], y = [y1, . . . , ym] ∈ Xm, equalities
[k(x, y)]i,j = k˜(xi, yj) = k˜(yj , xi) = [k(y, x)
∗]i,j hold
for i, j = 1, . . . ,m, which implies k(x, y) = k(y, x)∗.
Also, for n ∈ N, c1, . . . , cn ∈ Cm×m, x1, . . . , xn ∈ Xm
and d ∈ Cm, the following equality holds:
d∗
n∑
t,s=1
c∗t k(xt, ys)csd =
n∑
t,s=1
m∑
i,j=1
d˜t,ik˜(xt,i, ys,j)d˜s,j ,
where d˜t := ctd and d˜t,i represents the i-the ele-
ment of d˜t. Thus, by the positive definiteness of k˜,
d∗
(∑n
t,s=1 c
∗
t k(xt, ys)cs
)
d ≥ 0 holds. This completes the
proof of the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 4.2
Let λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λm ≥ 0 be the eigenvelues of 〈qˆ, qˆ〉,
and m′ := max{j | λj > 2}. Since 〈qˆ, qˆ〉 is posi-
tive, there exists an unitary matrix c such that 〈qˆ, qˆ〉 =
c∗ diag{λ1, . . . , λm}c. Also, since λ1 = ‖qˆ‖2 > 2, m′ ≥
1 holds. Let bˆ := c∗ diag{1/√λ1, . . . , 1/
√
λm′ , 0, . . . , 0}c.
by the definition of bˆ, ‖bˆ‖Cm×m = 1/
√
λm′ < 1/ holds.
Also, the following equalities are derived:
〈qˆbˆ, qˆbˆ〉 = bˆ∗ 〈qˆ, qˆ〉 bˆ
= cdiag(1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0)c∗.
Thus, 〈qˆbˆ, qˆbˆ〉 is a nonzero orthogonal projection.
In addition, let b := c∗ diag{√λ1, . . . ,
√
λm′ , 0, . . . , 0}c.
Since bˆb = diag(1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0), 〈qˆ, qˆbˆb〉 = 〈qˆbˆb, qˆbˆb〉
holds, and the following equalities are derived:
〈qˆ − qb, qˆ − qb〉
= 〈qˆ − qˆbˆb, qˆ − qˆbˆb〉 = 〈qˆ, qˆ〉 − 〈qˆbˆb, qˆbˆb〉
= c (diag(λ1, . . . , λm)− diag(λ1, . . . , λm′ , 0, . . . , 0)) c∗.
Thus, for m′ ≤ m − 1, ‖qˆ − qbˆ‖ = √λm′+1 ≤  holds,
and for m′ = m, ‖qˆ − qbˆ‖ = 0 holds, which completes the
proof of the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 4.3
By Proposition 4.2, qt is normalized, and for  ≥ 0, there
exists bt ∈ Cm×m such that ‖qˆt − qtbt‖ ≤ . Therefore, by
the definition of qˆt, ‖wt−vt‖ ≤  holds, where vt is a vector
in the space spanned by {qt}∞t=0 which is defined as vt =
∑t−1
s=1 qs 〈qs, wt〉− qtbt. This means the -neighborhood of
the space spanned by {qt}∞t=1 contains {wt}∞t=1. Next, we
show the orthogonality of {qt}∞t=1. Assume q1, . . . , qt−1 are
orthgonal to each other. For s < t, the following equalities
are deduced by Corollary I.2:
〈qt, qs〉 = bˆ∗t 〈qˆt, qs〉
= bˆ∗t
〈
wt −
t−1∑
l=1
ql 〈ql, wt〉 , qs
〉
= bˆ∗t (〈wt, qs〉 − 〈qs 〈qs, wt〉 , qs〉)
= bˆ∗t (〈wt, qs〉 − 〈wt, qs〉) = 0.
Therefore, q1, . . . , qt are also orthogonal to each other,
which completes the proof of the proposition.
Proof of Corollary 4.6
The equality Q = WRinv is derived directly from
scheme (2). In addition, by scheme (2), the following equal-
ities hold for t = 1, . . . , n:
wt =
t−1∑
s=1
qs 〈qs, wt〉+ qˆt
=
t−1∑
s=1
qs 〈qs, wt〉+ qtbt + qˆt − qtbt
= Qrt + qˆt − qtbt,
where rt ∈ (Cm×m)n is the t-th column of R as an
n× n Cm×m-valued matrix. Therefore, by Proposition 4.2,
‖wt − Qrt‖ = ‖qˆt − qtbt‖ ≤  holds for t = 1, . . . , n,
which implies ‖W − QR‖ ≤ . Here, ‖W‖ for a Cm×m-
linear map W : An → M is defined as ‖W‖ :=
sup‖v‖(Cm×m)n=1 ‖Wv‖.
Proof of Proposition 5.1
First, we show {pt}lt=1 is an orthonormal system and
〈qs, qs〉k is rank-one. The following equalities hold:
〈ps, pl〉k
=
〈
1√
σs
W [vs, 0, . . . , 0],
1√
σl
W [vl, 0, . . . , 0]
〉
k
=
1√
σsσl
〈[vs, 0, . . . , 0],W ∗W [vl, 0, . . . , 0]〉k
=
1√
σsσl
〈[vs, 0, . . . , 0], [σlvl, 0, . . . , 0]〉k .
Therefore, 〈ps, pl〉k is rank one projection for s = l and
〈ps, pl〉k = 0 for s 6= l.
Next, we show the space spanned by {wt}nt=1 is contained
in the space spanned by {pt}lt=1. Let w :=
∑n
t=1 wtct
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for ct ∈ Cm×m. Let dt ∈ Cm×m be a matrix whose first
row is v∗t c, where c = [c
∗
1, . . . , c
∗
n]
∗. Then, the following
equalities hold:〈
w −
l∑
t=1
Wvtdt, w −
l∑
t=1
Wvtdt
〉
k
=
〈
Wc−
l∑
t=1
Wvtdt,Wc−
l∑
t=1
Wvtdt
〉
k
=
〈
c−
l∑
t=1
vtdt,W
∗W
(
c−
l∑
t=1
vtdt
)〉
k
=
〈
c−
l∑
t=1
vtdt,VΣV
∗
(
c−
l∑
t=1
vtdt
)〉
k
=
〈
V∗c−
l∑
t=1
[et, 0, . . . , 0]dt,
Σ
(
V∗c−
l∑
t=1
[et, 0, . . . , 0]dt
)〉
k
= 0,
where vt := [vt, 0, . . . , 0] and et is the vector in Cl whose
sth element is 1 for s = t and 0 for s 6= t. Therefore, w =∑l
t=1Wvtdt holds andw is contained in the space spanned
by {ps}ls=1, which completes the proof of the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 5.2
If m = 1, φ(x) is equal to φ˜(x), and ps is reduced to
1/
√
σ˜sW˜ v˜s, with the notations in Appendix E, which is
equal to the principal axis p˜s defined in Eq. (11).
Proof of Theorem 5.3
First, we consider a maximization problem that is equivalent
to minimization problem (4). The following equalities hold:
tr
( n∑
t=1
∣∣∣∣wt − s∑
j=1
pˆj 〈pˆj , wt〉k
∣∣∣∣2
k
)
= tr
( n∑
t=1
〈wt, wt〉k −
s∑
j=1
〈wt, pˆj〉k 〈pˆj , wt〉k
)
= tr
( n∑
t=1
〈wt, wt〉k
)
− tr
( n∑
t=1
s∑
j=1
〈wt, pˆj〉k 〈pˆj , wt〉k
)
,
which imply maximization problem (4) is
equivalent to the maximization problem of
tr
(∑n
t=1
∑s
j=1 〈wt, pˆj〉k 〈pˆj , wt〉k
)
. Let W = QR
be the QR decomposition of W and C be a mn × l
complex-valued matrix that satisfies Q∗Q = CC∗
and C∗C = I. Let U := C∗RVΣ−1/2. Then,
UΣU∗ = C∗RR∗C holds, and the following equalities
hold:
WVΣ−1/2 = QQ∗QRVΣ−1/2
= QCC∗RVΣ−1/2 = QCU.
Therefore, ps, which is defined as 1/
√
σsW [vs, 0, . . . , 0],
is equal to QC[us, 0, . . . , 0], where us is the s-th column
of U. Let pˆj := Q∗pˆj for normalized pˆj ∈ {
∑j−1
t=1 ptct |
ct ∈ Cm×m}⊥k where the rank of 〈pˆj , pˆj〉k is one. By the
equality Q∗QQ∗ = Q∗, and by Proposition 5.1,
pˆj = Q
∗pˆj = Q∗QQ∗pˆj = Q∗QC
l∑
t=1
[ut, 0 . . . , 0]ct,j
= C
l∑
t=1
[ut, 0 . . . , 0]ct,j ,
for some ct,j ∈ Cm×m holds. By the orthogonality of pˆj , in
fact, the first j − 1 terms of the sum∑lt=1[ut, 0 . . . , 0]ct,j
is equal to 0. Indeed, the following equalities hold:
〈pˆj , pt〉k = 〈pˆj , QC[ut, 0, . . . , 0]〉k
= 〈Q∗pˆj ,C[ut, 0, . . . , 0]〉k
=
〈
C
l∑
s=1
[us, 0 . . . , 0]ct,j ,C[ut, 0, . . . , 0]
〉
k
= 〈C[ut, 0 . . . , 0]ct,j ,C[ut, 0, . . . , 0]〉k
= c∗t,j diag{1, 0, . . . , 0}.
Since 〈pˆj , pt〉k = 0 for t = 1, . . . , j − 1, the first row
of ct,j is equal to 0 for t = 1, . . . , j − 1, which implies
C
∑l
t=1[ut, 0 . . . , 0]ct,j = C
∑l
t=j [ut, 0 . . . , 0]ct,j .
Moreover, since pˆ∗j pˆj = 〈QQ∗pˆj , pˆj〉k =〈
QQ∗pˆj , pˆj 〈pˆj , pˆj〉k
〉
k
= 〈QQ∗pˆj , pˆj〉k 〈pˆj , pˆj〉k
holds and 〈pˆj , pˆj〉k is rank-one, pˆ∗j pˆj is rank-one,
and by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, ‖pˆ∗j pˆj‖Cm×m =
‖ 〈QQ∗pˆj , pˆj〉k ‖Cm×m ≤ 1 holds. Thus, pˆjpˆ∗j is also
rank-one and ‖pˆjpˆ∗j‖(Cm×m)n ≤ 1 holds. As a result,
there exists pˆj ∈ Cmn, which is the linear combi-
nation of Cuj , . . . ,Cul, and satisfies pˆ∗j pˆj ≤ 1 and
pˆjpˆ
∗
j = pˆj pˆ
∗
j . Let pˆj = C
∑l
t=j utct,j for some ct,j ∈ C.
Since pˆ∗j pˆj ≤ 1,
∑l
t=j |ct,j |2 ≤ 1 holds. Also, since
C∗RR∗C = UΣU∗, Q∗QRR∗Q∗Q = CUΣU∗C∗
holds. Thus, the following equalities are derived:
n∑
t=1
s∑
j=1
tr
( 〈wt, pˆj〉k 〈pˆj , wt〉k )
=
n∑
t=1
s∑
j=1
tr
( 〈QQ∗wt, pˆj〉k 〈pˆj , QQ∗wt〉k )
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=
n∑
t=1
s∑
j=1
tr
(
e∗tW
∗Qpˆj pˆ∗jQ
∗Wet
)
=
n∑
t=0
s∑
j=1
pˆ∗jQ
∗Wete∗tW
∗Qpˆj
=
s∑
j=1
pˆ∗jQ
∗WW ∗Qpˆj =
s∑
j=1
pˆ∗jQ
∗QRR∗Q∗Qpˆj
=
s∑
j=1
pˆ∗jCUΣU
∗C∗pˆj
=
s∑
j=1
( l∑
t=j
ct,je
∗
t
)
Σ
( l∑
t=j
ct,jet
)
=
s∑
j=1
l∑
t=j
|ct,j |2σt ≤
s∑
j=1
σj ,
where et is the vector in (Cm×m)m whose s-th element is
the identity for s = t and 0 for s 6= t. The last inequality
becomes the equality if cj,j = 1 and ct,j = 0 for t 6= j,
which completes the proof of the proposition.
Proof of Theorem 6.1
Let Kˆ0 ∈ L(WT ) be a linear operator that satisfies
Kˆ0φ(xt) = QTQ
∗
Tφ(xt+1) for t = 0, . . . , T − 1. Kˆ0
is well-defined because {φ(xt)}T−1t=0 is linearly independent.
Since  = 0, by Corollary 4.4, WT is equal to the space
spanned by {qt}T−1t=0 . Thus, by proposition 4.6, the pro-
jection of a vector u ∈ Mk onto WT is represented as
QTQ
∗
Tu, and |u − v|k − |u − QTQ∗Tu|k ≥ 0 holds for
any v ∈ WT . For simplicity, in the following, we denote
c− d ≥ 0 as c ≥ d or d ≤ c for c, d ∈ Cm×m. Therefore,
for any Kˆ ∈ L(WT ), the following inequalities hold:
T−1∑
t=0
∣∣Kˆ0φ(xt)− φ(xt+1)∣∣2k
=
T−1∑
t=0
|QTQ∗Tφ(xt+1)− φ(xt+1)|2k
≤
T−1∑
t=0
∣∣Kˆφ(xt)− φ(xt+1)∣∣2k,
which implies Kˆ0 is a solution of minimization problem (5).
Assume Kˆ1 ∈ L(WT ) satisfies
∑T−1
t=0 |Kˆ1φ(xt) −
φ(xt+1)|2k =
∑T−1
t=0 |Kˆ0φ(xt) − φ(xt+1)|2k. Since
Kˆ0φ(xt) = QTQ
∗
Tφ(xt+1) = φ(xt+1) for t = 0, . . . , T −
2,
∑T−1
t=0 |Kˆ0φ(xt) − φ(xt+1)|2k = |QTQ∗Tφ(xT ) −
φ(xT )|2k holds. Thus, if there exists t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 2}
such that |Kˆ1φ(xt) − φ(xt+1)|2k = c for some positive
c 6= 0, then
|QTQ∗Tφ(xT )− φ(xT )|2k
=
T−1∑
t=0
|Kˆ0φ(xt)− φ(xt+1)|2k
=
T−1∑
t=0
|Kˆ1φ(xt)− φ(xt+1)|2k
≥ c+ |Kˆ1φ(xT−1)− φ(xT )|2k,
which contradicts Proposition 3.4. Therefore, |Kˆ1φ(xt)−
φ(xt+1)|2k = 0 for t = 0, . . . , T − 2 holds, which implies
Kˆ1φ(xt) = φ(xt+1) = QTQ
∗
Tφ(xt+1) for t = 0, . . . , T −
2. Also, |Kˆ1φ(xT−1) − φ(xT )|2k = |QTQ∗Tφ(xT ) −
φ(xT )|2k holds, and by the uniqueness of QTQ∗Tφ(xT ),
the relation Kˆ1φ(xT−1) = QTQ∗Tφ(xT ) is derived. As
a result, Kˆ1φ(xt) = QTQ∗Tφ(xt+1) is derived for t =
0, . . . , T − 1, and thus, Kˆ1 = Kˆ0 holds, which implies Kˆ0
is the unique solution of minimization problem (5).
In addition, by the definition of K, KWT =
[φ(x1), . . . , φ(xT )] holds. As a result, for w ∈ WT , Kˆ0
satisfies the following equalities:
Kˆ0w = Kˆ0QTQ
∗
Tw = Kˆ0WTRinv,TQ
∗
Tw
= QTQ
∗
T [φ(x1), . . . , φ(xT )]Rinv,TQ
∗
Tw
= QTQ
∗
TKQTQ
∗
Tw,
which imply Kˆ0 = QTQ∗TKQTQ
∗
T and Q
∗
TKQT =
Q∗T [φ(x1), . . . , φ(xT )]Rinv,T .
Proof of Proposition 6.3
First, we show {qt}∞t=0 is an orthnormal basis ofMk. For
v ∈ Mk, there exist vi ∈ Mk,0 (i = 1, 2, . . .) such that
v = limi→∞ vi. We represent vi as vi =
∑ni
t=1 φ(xt,i)ct,i
with some xt,i ∈ Xm and ct,i ∈ Cm×m. Since Y is dense
in Xm, there exists xt,i,j ∈ Y such that limj→∞ xt,i,j =
xt,i. Since k˜ is continuous, k is also continuous. Thus,
φ : Xm → Mk is also continuous with respect to
‖ · ‖k. Therefore, v = limi→∞ limj→∞ vi,j holds, where
vi,j :=
∑ni
t=1 φ(xt,i,j)ct,i, which implies the space spanned
by {φ(xt)}∞t=1 is dense inMk. As a result, by Corollary 4.4,
{qt}∞t=1 is an orthonormal basis ofMk.
Next, we show QTQ∗T v for v ∈ Mk converges to v as
T → ∞. Let V := {∑nt=0 qtct | n ∈ N, ct ∈ Cm×m}.
Since {qt}∞t=1 is an orthonormal basis of Mk, V is
equal to Mk. By the proof of Lemma I.3, for v ∈
Mk, limT→∞QTQ∗T v =
∑∞
t=0 qt 〈qt, v〉k exists and∑∞
t=0 qt 〈qt, v〉k − v ∈ V⊥k holds. Since V⊥k =M⊥kk =
{0}, limT→∞QTQ∗T v = v holds.
As a result, if K is bounded, the following inequalities are
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derived for v ∈Mk:
‖Kv −QTQ∗TKQTQ∗T v‖k
≤ ‖Kv −QTQ∗TKv‖k
+ ‖QTQ∗TKv −QTQ∗TKQTQ∗T v‖k
≤ ‖Kv −QTQ∗TKv‖k + ‖QTQ∗TK‖k‖v −QTQ∗T v‖k,
and it converges to 0 as T → ∞. Therefore,
QTQ
∗
TKQTQ
∗
T converges strongly to K.
Proof of Proposition 6.4
Since QTKTQ∗Tφ(xS−1) =
∑T−1
t=0 φ(xt)ct, the (j, j)
element of the A-valued inner product between φ(xS)
and QTKTQ∗Tφ(xS−1) in Mk is represented as∑T−1
t=0
∑m
i=1 k˜(xS,j , xt,i)(ct)i,j , which is equal to the in-
ner product of
∑T−1
t=0
∑m
i=1(ct)i,j φ˜(xt,i) and φ˜(xS,j) in
Hk˜. Moreover, the (j, j) element of prediction error (6) is
represented as
k˜(xS,j , xS,j)− µj − µj
+
T−1∑
s,t=0
m∑
l,i=1
(cs)l,j k˜(xs,l, xt,i)(ct)i,j
=
∥∥∥∥φ˜(xS,j)− T−1∑
t=0
n∑
i=1
(ct)i,j φ˜(xt,i)
∥∥∥∥2
k˜
,
where µj =
∑T−1
t=0
∑m
i=1 k˜(xS,j , xt,i)(ct)i,j . This com-
pletes the proof of the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 6.6
Since Q∗TQTKT = Q
∗
TQTQ
∗
TKQT = KT , the following
equalities holds:〈
QTK
s
TQ
∗
Tφ(x0), QTK
s
TQ
∗
Tφ(x0)
〉
k
=
〈
QTK
s
T
mT∑
t=1
vtct, QTK
s
T
mT∑
t=1
vtct
〉
k
=
〈
KsT
mT∑
t=1
vtct,K
s
T
mT∑
t=1
vtct
〉
(Cm×m)T
=
nT∑
t,l=1
〈vtastct,vlasl cl〉(Cm×m)T
=
nT∑
t,l=1
c∗t (a
∗
t )
s 〈vt,vl〉(Cm×m)T asl cl.
By the definitions of at and vt, (a∗t )
s 〈vt,vl〉 asl =
diag{λst 〈vt, vl〉λsl , 0 . . . , 0} holds. Therefore, terms
c∗t (a
∗
t )
s 〈vt,vt〉 astct with λt that satisfy |λt| = 1 in Eq. (7)
are invariant with respect to s.
J. Pseudo-codes
We provide pseudo-codes of QR decomposition described in
Section 4.2 and kernel PCA described in Section 5, respec-
tively. For a matrix G, the (i, j)-element of G is denoted
as gi,j and the j-th column of G is denoted as gj .
Algorithm J.1 QR decomposition in RKHMs
Require: Samples x1, . . . , xn,  ≥ 0
Ensure: R, Rinv
1: for t = 1, . . . , n do
2: for i = 1, . . . , n do
3: if i < t then
4: ri,t = k(xi, xt)− bˆi,i
∑i−1
j=1 r
∗
j,irj,t
5: else if i = t then
6: d = k(xt, xt)−
∑t−1
j=1 r
∗
j,trj,t
7: Compute the eigenvalue decomposition of d,
udiag{λ1, . . . , λm}u∗ where λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λm
8: if λ1 > 2 then
9: rt,t = udiag{
√
λ1, . . . ,
√
λm′ , 0, . . . , 0}u∗
for m′ which satisfies λm′ > 2 and
λm′+1 ≤ 2
10: else
11: rt,t = 0
12: end if
13: bt,t = rt,t
14: bˆt,t = udiag{1/
√
λ1, . . . , 1/
√
λm′ , 0, . . . , 0}u∗
15: else
16: ri,t = 0
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: Rinv = Bˆ(I + (R−B)Bˆ)−1
Algorithm J.2 Kernel PCA with RKHMs
Require: Samples x1, . . . , xn
Ensure: The coefficients of the s-th principal components
of φ(x1), . . . , φ(xn), c1, . . . , cn
1: for s = 1, . . . , n do
2: for t = 1, . . . , n do
3: gs,t = k(xs, xt)
4: end for
5: end for
6: Compute the eigenvalue decomposition of G,
V diag{σ1, . . . , σl}V∗ where σ1 ≥ . . . ≥ σl > 0
7: for t = 1, . . . , n do
8: ct = 1/
√
σs[vs, 0, . . . , 0]
∗gt
9: end for
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Table 1. Notation table
Cm×m A set of all complex-valued m×m matrix
A A C∗-algebra
‖ · ‖A The norm in A (For A = Cm×m,
‖c‖Cm×m := sup‖d‖2=1 ‖cd‖2)
M A (right) A-module
| · | TheA-valued absolute value inM defined as
a positive element |u| such that |u|2 = 〈u, u〉
‖ · ‖ The norm in M defined as ‖u‖ :=
‖| 〈u, u〉 |‖A
X A topological space
m A natural number that represents the number
of elements of data
n, T Natural numbers that represent the amount of
observed data used for the estimation (T for
time-series data)
Y A set of observed data Y := {x0, x1, . . .} ⊆
Xm (a countable and dense subset of Xm
whose elements are completely different)
k An A-valued positive definite kernel
φ The feature map endowed with k
Mk The RKHM associated with k
AY The set of all functions from Y to A
| · |k The A-valued absolute value inMk
‖ · ‖k The norm inMk
k˜ A complex-valued positive definite kernel
φ˜ The feature map endowed with k˜
Hk˜ The RKHS associated with k˜
 The parameter that determines the theoretical
accuracy and numerical stability
W The linear operator from An to Mk com-
posed of observed data φ(x1), . . . , φ(xn)
G A Gram matrix
{qt}∞t=1 An orthonormal system inM orMk
Q The linear operator from An to Mk com-
posed of q1, . . . , qn
R The n × n A-valued matrix that satisfies
‖W −QR‖ ≤ 
Rinv The n×nA-valued matrix that satisfies Q =
WRinv
ps The s-th principal axis generated by kernel
PCA with an RKHM
K A Perron-Frobenius operator onMk
KT The estimation of K with observed data
{x0, . . . , xT−1}
aˆT,S The abnormality at S computed with KT
